laminated fabric
With 42 laminated fabric colour choices available, plus a “fabric free” option for a very crisp white appearance, you can be sure to find a colour that matches your colour needs and enlivens your space.

acoustic reflex collection
Open office areas can often produce a variety of noises and other distractions, making it an ineffective space. The Acoustic Reflex Collection provides a solution by combining high-quality lighting with eco-friendly sound absorptive materials and elements, resulting in a multifunctional fixture that addresses productivity barriers.

printed designs
Printed graphics are a great way to incorporate pattern and texture into your lighting. Design your own graphic or choose from the 60+ standard printed designs we offer, available for use on most of our fixture types. These patterns are seamless and tile-able, which means they are not limited by the size of the fixture. All designs offer the ability to be printed in black or a specific colour (see “colour matching” section below for more information).

photos, text, graphics and logos
Barbican can print high definition photographs, graphics, logos, text or custom prints onto any of our laminated shade fixtures. With text, you have an instant sign, wayfinder or advertisement. Graphics and logos allow a customized feel and create a unified brand message.

natural wood collection
A washable and durable printed wood that looks and performs better than real wood veneer. Barbican is pleased to offer an extensive array of wood grain types from classic Ash to exotic Zebrwood. Once you choose your grain, you can select from one of our many standard stains. With 12 grain types and 17 stain options, there are nearly 200 standard wood print finishes available. Both our printed wood and stone finish options help to create “healthy spaces” by connecting us to nature.

natural stone collection
Enjoy the beauty and elegance of stone without the cumbersome weight with Barbican’s Natural Stone Collection. Our stone finishes, like the Natural Wood Collection, will help to bring the outdoors in, and create a nature-infused ambiance. Choose from 18 standard stone finishes.

artisan collection
Establishing partnerships with noted international artists, Barbican is able to deliver distinctive shade materials for the discerning customer. The Artisan Collection offers a variety of artwork that ranges from landscapes to energetic abstracts. Combining top quality materials and craftsmanship with an inspiring collection of visual imagery, our Artisan Collection can help you to create a one-of-a-kind functional art piece. Currently offering three distinctive collections: Aceta Pippin, Kaleidoscope, and Sarah Phelps.

colour matching
Our shade material can be printed in order to obtain a colour match. This can be done with solid colours, patterns, text, and logos, as well as “stains” for our wood or stone options - perfect for meeting brand consistency standards. We can match Pantone, Sherwin Williams, Benjamin Moore and other popular colour systems, as well as our own fabrics (to coordinate with other fixtures you may have in a space). or you can use the Colour Chart found in the back of our catalogue. You can even send us a physical sample to match! When colour matching, please request a sample for approval.
shade printing

HD PHOTOGRAPHS, GRAPHICS, LOGOS, TEXT AND MORE CAN BE PRINTED ONTO ANY OF BARBICAN’S LAMINATED SHADE FIXTURES.

GRAPHIC SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
Print quality is entirely dependent on the original graphic file submitted.

For a high quality print please ensure:
- Files are at least 250 dpi
- Image dimensions reflect shade dimensions
- Vector/text graphics are saved as .eps files
- Images are saved as .jpg or .tiff files
- Any colour matches are listed with colour codes (see chart at right or back of catalogue, or provide colour matching system information)

Barbican uses a state-of-the-art HD printer with UV stable ink. All printwork is encased by the lamination process and the ink cannot be scratched off.

Request samples from info@barbican.ca. Custom samples usually ship within 5-10 business days.

Visit www.barbican.ca for creative inspiration!
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